DIANE - Dlistributed ANalysis Environment

This page contains the working documents for the DIANE project.

The official homepage is at http://cern.ch/DIANE
User documentation

- Cookbook and Frequently Asked Questions
- DIANETutorial
Operations and software development

- get and compile sources
- make the release
- testing
- operate monitoring service at CERN
Planning and Drafts

- DIANEFutureDevelopments
- DIANE2ToDoRelease20
- DIANE2PrototypeErrors
- tag DIANE2-task-manager-multiple-queues 10 Oct 2007: separate waiting/received queues in WorkerEntry, limited support for failed tasks in Task Manager
Other

- DIANEWLCGQuestionnaire
- DIANELogo
To be reviewed

- DIANEOfficialDocumentsPage.

DIANEObsoleteDocumentation

-- JakubMoscicki - 21 Jun 2006
-- AdrianMuraru - 02 Aug 2007
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